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1. Introduction. 
Baby talk may be broadly defined as that form of speech, 
culture for culture, considered appropriate in talking to very 
young children. But adult intuitions as to what is to count as 
'appropriate' seem to vary over a very wide spectrum of possibilities, 
some extreme varieties of which I now consider \lllder appropriate 
mottos. 
1.l, "Treat children as if they were adults learning a second 
language." 
An example of this attitude is the slowed and over-careful 
pronunciation seen in Hidatsa 'Mother language' (Voegelin, 1954). 
The blocking of fast a.µ.d even normal-speed speech processes in 
such a case is of course important evidence concerning the 
2accessibility, i.e., the psychological reality of those processes,
1.2. "Speak as though you were also a child. 11 
An examination of. this extreme interpretation is suggestive 
in another way: Kelkar 1s (1964) 'generative protocol' for Marathi 
bab~ talk shows us the operation of a codified set of adult 
intuitions concerning child-language processes of simplification 
(see Section 2.3 below). 
1,3, Formally, I include the possibility converse to the above, 
viz., "Speak as though the child were in fact a perfectly 
comprehending adult." So far as content and complexity of 
sentences is concerned, this is of course impractical: and though 
many parents (and even perhaps cultures) consciously avoid the 
use of markedly 'child-like' forms of speech, at least so far 
as vocabulary items and syntax are concerned, it is also probably 
the case that every language possesses one or other linguistic 
mechanism corresponding to the special relation between protector/ 
nurturer and protected/nurturant. 
1,4. For Greek, as perhaps for most languages, (Cf. Comanche, 
in Casagrande 1948; Arabic and Spanish, in Ferguson, 1956, 1964; 
Gilyak, in Austerlitz 1956), a fourth, and mixed situation in 
fact obtains--namely the use of (1) suprasegmentals, i,e,, 
special intonations, etc., (2) carressive suffixes (I.b below), 
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and (3) a special set of lexical itetis. These last m13.y be 
utilized either as one-word sentences (the child's only 
contribution for the earli~st stage), or emJ:,edded in sentences 
of the type 11 Do you want some water?", or "Let's go for~ walk" 
(the parent IS Code-switching COnt:rfbut.ion11 • 3 ---
I confine myself here to the lexical items themselves,4 
whose semantic content ranges quite narrowly over the terms 
for kin, parts of the body'.:>, food:, clbthinp.;, etc., most crucially 
including hypocoristics (carressive forms of first names (I.e. 
below)), and. whose sources may .be· taxo~omized ( I. d .below). However, 
for exegetical purposes, I shall distinguish between hypocoristics 
(hereafter, hypo-forms) and the rest (hereafter, bt-forms). 
I. 	 Elements of Greek Baby-Talk 
(a) Suprasegmentals  
(b) Hyp6coristic suffh~s.  
1. 	 -a.ki; makes non-Human Nouns -+ Neuter Dirninutive/Affective. 
[ 0 k6stas : i kostakis : : 0 skflos : to skilaki]. 
2.. · -ula; makes Animate Nouns -+ Feminine Affective. 
· [ 0 kostas.: i, kostula =. : i iina : i anula.] 
3. 	 -ftsa; inakes Animate Feminine Nouns -~ Affective. 
[i eleni : i elenftsa] • 
. (.c) 	 Semantic content of Greek Ba.by-Talk (sporadic occurrences 
bracketed). 
1. 	 ·r:in: m~r. daddy. p.;ranny, baby, baptizer (brother, 
sister). 
2 .. Body: breast/teat. sex orp;an, backside. 
3. 	 Body-fUilctions: urinate, defecate, sleep, walk, J'.iss, 
eat, bite, hurt, hit, pick up (sit, fall, carress, 
cut., bathe) • 
4. Food: 	 food, bread, water, s'i-reet thinp;, egp;, meat. 
5. 	 Clothes: dresri, shoes. 
6. 	 Animals: .horse, dor:. cat, hen, bird (sheep, cow). 
7. 	 Adjectives: hot, all r,one (dirty). 
8. 	 IIames: hypocoristics [i.e., shortened, and/or suffixed.] 
). 	 Misc.: car, train, peek-a-boo (toy, doll, fire, 
boge~r. 'b:re) . 
(d) 	 'i'axonor.iy of baby-'l'alk sources. . 
1. 	 For~s related to and derivable from a corresponding 
(fuller) 0.(lUlt form: papa. < paput 5 ia I shoes I ~ 
kok6 < avyo ·'er:p;'; kok6 < yiliko 'sweet'. 
2. 	 Adult for6s 'transferred' in meaninr; (including tahoo-
replacements: pulaki 'female sex orr,an' (= 'little bird'). 
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3. 	 Forms apparently onomatopoetic, usually reduplicating 
morphemes: yav-yaV 1bow-wow 1 ; tB1u-ts1u 'tweet-tweet 1 • 
4. 	 Forms resembling so-called 1 internation~l' bt..;words, 
usually reduplicating syllables: mama 'mammy'; 
babas 'daddy' • 
5. 	 Forms representing loans,6 often widely diffused: 
nani 'sleep'; bwa 1drink 1 ; papa .'bread'. 
6. 	 Other forms of unknown source: tS!sa 'urinate'; 
dZiz 1hot 1 ; makia 'kiss•.,, 
It is with the phonological analysis of the whole set of lexical 
items that this paper is mainly concerned. Using Greek data,7 I 
shall attempt in a principled way to disentangle three elements 
involved in the transmission of baby-talk words from generation to 
generation: namely (1) 'blurred childhood memory'--that is, intuitions 
about child language somehow surviving in the adult; (2) 1Substrate 1 
pressure, i.e., the influence of the adult's language; and, (3) 
Stereotyped and culture-given adult notions about children's language 
capabilities. 
2. 	 Phonological-Strata in bt forms. 
2.1. Blurred childhood memory. 
2.1.1. Putative universals of ht-shapes. 
In 11Why mamma and papa?", Jakobson (1960) outlined some 
typological predictions concerning the shape of baby-talk words. 
Let me survey the Greek forms from his criteria, which constitute 
my five 'universals of baby-talk'. For each universal, I give 
(only) the exceptions occurring in Greek. 
II. 	 (a) CV syllables predominate--
but Standard (St.) Greek also has: am 'eat'; mam 'bread'~ 
ata 'walk'; opa 1pick up'; babas 'daddy'. Cypriot has: 
aya 'granny'; uv•a 'pain'; ay•u 1 carress'. 
(b) 	 Clusters absent--
but St. Greek also has: strata 1walk 1 ; ps1ps! 'cat'; 
pl1tS-platS 1 bathe 1 , Cypriot has: stete 1 granny 1 ; brua 
'water 1 • 
( C) All CVCV are sequences of identical syllables--
but St. Greek aiso has: bebis/beba 1 baby 1 ; nani 1 sleep 1 ; 
tSfsa 'urinate'. Arta has: vavu 'granny'. 
(d) 	 Labial and dental stops and nasals dominate-- 
but Gt. Greek also has:  
(1) kaka 'defecation'; kok6 'sweet thing'; kaka 'hen 
cackling'; 	makia 'kiss'; nanakia 'sleep'.
"' 
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(2) . t 5 faa 'urinate'; tsitsr 'meat'; dZiz 'hot 1 ; 
(3) 	 vava 'hurt'; yav-yav 'dog' 
and Cypriot also has: cil•{n 'tummy'; pis•a 
'urine'; p1ci-pfci 'bath'; tucu 'sit'; kfxi 'cut'; 
a.y•u.'carress'; ax~a. 'dirty'; uf·u 'food'. 
(e) 	 Vowels assimilate to preceding consonants (Labial/Velar 
consonants take back vowels, Dental/Palatal consonants 
take front vowels)--
but St. Greek also has: 
bebis 1baby 1 ; meme 'breast'; nones 'baptizer'; pip! 
1 dress 1 ; (be)be 1 sheep 1 ; and dZa 1 peek-a-boo 1 , 
Cypriot also has: tucu 'sit'; uca 'peek-a-boo'; k1xi 
'cut'; ptci-p1ci 'bath'; us,S:'horse'. 
2.1.2. Explanator.,-~heory--from variants. 
Now it might be insisted that Jakobson was concerned with 
statistical dominance rather than absolute universality. Still, the 
fair number of exceptions to his dicta which the data presents were 
perhaps better ex~lained than dismissed as a statistical minority. 
An attempt a~ an explanation might well begin with the 
examination of the forms for which there are variants within even 
single idiolects, and in particular those variants which are 
apparently related by something I will call 'degree of complexity'. 
III gives these latter forms, where 'degree of complexity' is 
assumed to correspond to the notion that one (on the right) may be 
derived from the other (on the left). 
III. 1Derived 1 variants. 
(a) 	 paputSia. -+ papa 'shoes'  
ylika " kok6 'sweet'  
a.vy6 -+ kok6 'egg'  
(o) 	 strata -+ ta.ta .... a.ta 'walk'  
dedeni -+ deni -+ de 'horse'  
pa.pala -+ pa.pa -+ pa 'all gone' .,. .
nanakia -+ nan1 'sleep' 
ma.k.j_a... -+ ma 'kiss' 
(c) 	 dada. ? -+ da 1hit 1  
vav8. ? -+ va 'pain'  
ya.v-ya.v ? -+ wau 'dog' ,.. 
Under a, 'shoes' shows syllable loss, while 'sweet' and 1 egh 1 
show cluster reduction and consonant harmony and reduplication 
respectively. Under b, a steady attrition of unstressed syllables 
is seen.8 The forms under c might (though I doubt it) have to do 
with replication of an original monosyllable [Cf, data in Roussey 
(1899) for French] rather than an original disyllable, Hau 'bow-wow',,.. 
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finally, ma.y be a separate etymon from yiiv-yav. 
2.1,3. Extension to all bt-foms. 
The fact that child language processes apparently connect these 
forms suggests that the shorter foms result from the operation of 
processes on the longer ones, and are thus to be looked upon as 
filter-products of the latter, We may then attempt to extend this 
notion to bt-forms in general, by assuming a source [XJ for any 
fom of unknown origin and asking, of the output shape, what filter 
processes might have operated to produce it from [XJ. 
IV shows the types of filter process involved: 
IV. 1. Losses of unstressed syllables. 
2. 	 Consonant degradation--a matter of strength and place: 
a 'strong' consonant is preferred, Lab/Dent articulations 
are preferred, 
3. 	 Vowel strength: sonorance and color are preferred. 
4. 	 Clusters: the stronger of two consonant types is 
preferred, the weaker being assimilated or eliminated,9 
5, 	 Trans-syllabic assimilations ( inertial or anticipatory), 
give vowel or consonant harmony. 
In V below I give, as Stage I (reading from the left of the chart) 
the results of the operation of the full train of fiiter processes, 
describing in the second column the surface shapes allowed. In the 
following stages (reading down the chart), I describe the successive 
limitations and blocking of processes, again in terms of the outputs 
they permit. Thus I have distributed the Greek bt-forms as though 
they were the outputs for a fairly small number of successive 
stages·(roughly as in I-IV) in the maturation of the child's systematic 
pronunciation ability. It will be noticed that the unusual question 
implicit here is: "At what stage (not to be equated with age) can 
a given form be pronounced, taking account of its total make up, 
rather than dealing with segments individually?", Itis I think a 
question relevant for language-development stages (as here) when 
distant-assimilation processes are still common, and often bleed 
regular substitution processes, as I shall illustrate (2.1.4. below). 
--------
-------------------------------------------------------------
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V. Bt-forms as supposed outputs of 1process-filters 1 , 
Stage Developments Atheniani--....:;.;......,.;a.--i---;...;..;..;;.i........ ;.;;...;:__ __ _ 
ma, ba, pa, ta, dza, da, de  
I  
C::; Stop, N.  mama, papa, popo, papa 
V= [a], or allophonic to dede, dZidZ1, nin1, dada 
Lab. or Dent. tata. 
-----------------------------~------------------------------
VC(V}, CV(N), CVCVC am, marn , ham 
II V2 may break harmony. kaka, kuku, koko, p1p1, bebe-
be, meme, tutu, na.ni, ma.na, 
Final s/n.10 babas, papus, monos, bebis-
beba, dZiz, yaya, ata, opa. 
·-------
Spirants in all positions fu, va-vava, t 5 isa, yav-yav 
III C2 may break harmony pulaki, pa.pala, ma.k~a.. 
simple trisyllabics dedeni, nanak.ja, 
--------------------------------------~-------------------------------
Some initial clusters blum-blum, plltS-plats,  
IV  ps1-ps1, strata 
2.1.4, Application to hypocoristics. 
The semi-abstract appearance of this analysis of bt-forms seems 
fairly justified when we turn to the shapes of hypo-forms, which 
are found to correspond to an analogous sequence of developmental 
stages (VI below). 
But instead of the meagre number of bt-variants, we now face 
a remarkable abundance of hypo-variants. This is partly due to 
the fact that the full forms of Greek names are mostly polysyllabic 
[a sample of some 70 names I used, one tenth disyllabic, one fifthc 
tri-syllabic, leaving seventy-percent tetrasyllabic], so that the 
more 1stages' are involved for each name. But it is also due to 
fairly free stress-shifts, 11 each shift of course affecting the 
vulnerability of particular syllables and segments to de~radation 
and loss. 
For present purposes, compare simply No. 4--01mos vs. m1tsos, 
for oim:i'.trios; No. 10 perso vs. foni for persefoni. VI shows some 
of the variants for eleven sample forms, stage by stage as before. 
For typical de~radation processes consider: 
L syll losses--No. 1 - afroofti--dti 
2. For stops from spirants--)fo, 3 - yoryos--dodos 
3. Clusters--No. i.--<:Sesrina, depo; 4, dim1trios, mftSos. 
------
------
------
------
-------
-------------------- ---------------- --------------- -----------
------------------- ---------------- --------------- -----------
------------------ ---------------- --------------- -----------
-------------------- ---------------- --------------- -----------
-------------------- ---------------- --------------- -----------
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Most interesting, perhaps, is the intervention of a vowel and 
consonant harmony, bleeding normal degradation processes. Observe 
these processes, e.g., in No. l afreotti gives .tr!oo: the 
derivation must be afr06!ti - afrio!ti by harmony then stress 
shirt (afr!o 1ti ) ; on1y then may syllable loss and suffix switch 
occur! For the consonants, consider No. 4 6Wtrios. If stress 
shift occurs we ought to get o!mis for an early stage: but at such 
a stage the initial delta is weak, and medial mis not achievable 
except after vowels, h, or another nasal: both problems are solved 
by nasal harmony, giving m{mis. 
VI. Hypocoristic forms as supposed outputs of 'process-filters' • 
t!til 
nfni2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7  
8  
9 
10 
11 
a e III Sta e IV .Adult form 
d!ti f'.l.fi, o!ti 	 a.f'ro, fr1ti, afroo!ti 
afr!ti, fr!oo 
toto en, fofo :froso, frodni efros!ni 
,.dodos, 16los, ya.tSis, yOyOS yoris yoryos 
gogos yolios
" 
m!mis, takis 	 o!mos, m:it 5 os oim!trios 
mitlis 
,,.
teti, neno, 	 oimos stenis, oimos0enis 
tenis mostenis 
kokos, n!no 	 k.otias' d!nos kosta, kand!s, kostand!nos,., 
kota.nd1'.s 
tati, nota, dota yotu, panayos panayotis 
notis ' pan.a' pa.nos . 
pip1na, p!pi, pepi, oepo, oespo zespina, oespina
depi, yepo pespina. 
n!na, t!na, lfna., katfna ter!na, r:ina, kater:i'.na 
nin!ka rinula. 
,. .non1 	 fof6, foni persa, persef6ni 
sif'6n 1 person' 
viv!, tSev! para.skis, paraskev! 
pala.sa, s·ov1 skevf 
The distribution of forms over the above stages supports the  
notion that both bt- and hypo-shapes correspond to (overlapping) ranges  
of stages in child language acquisition rather than to the single (a.nd  
very early) stage that Jakobson's criteria seem to define. I 
have thus not only explained why there are so many exceptions to 
those criteria, but have also given some substance to the notion 
'blurred child-language memory in adults.' 
2.2. "Substratum" influence. 
If it were the case that bt-forms showed only the influence 
of child language processes, then they would probably be of the 
same difficulty the world over, insofar as their shapes everywhere 
seem to reflect very early processes. They should show very great 
similarity of fonn, and thus of degree of 'difficulty'. 
In this light, consider the bt-forms for two dialects of Greek 
quite different from Athenian--those of Cyprus and Arcarnania. 
2.2.1. Cypriot. 
So far as Cypriot is concerned (VII below) there seems to be 
more difficulty than for St. Greek. The forms cluster strongly 
over stages II-III as against I-II for St. Greek (cf. V), This 
shift is in part attributable to the trend to closed syllables, 
both final and (by gemination) medially, and in part to the 
occurrence of palatal consonants. But these three features are 
in fact characteristics of the adult dialect of Cyprus and 
distinguish it from St. Greek, 
It thus appears that ~ of. the content and shape of bt-forms 
must be attributed to the influence of the adult language substratum. 
This substratum, I suggest, in fact controls what I will call the 
11threshold11 of the filter-function which I characterized (with 
Kelkar) as 'blurred childhood memory', The threshold varies from 
dialect to dialect, as I have shown for Greek, and even more 
obviously from language to languaee [e.g. where Athenian bt-forms 
sweep the stages I-II and Cypriot' the stages II-III, the Gilya.k 
forms (Austerlitz 1956) seem to cover stages III-IV.] This reflects 
the fact that adult intuitions of 'ease of pronunciation' are grounded 
in the complexity of the substratum.12 
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VII, Bt-forms as supposed outputs of 'process-filters', 
Staize Develonrnents Cvorioti--==='--+=.:..:::====----------+----=---=..:=-=-=----------1 
m,a,,  
I  
CV (CIVI) 
C= Stop, N, ma.m·a, ma.m. a-ma.m·a' 
v= [aJ, or allophonic to nin!, t~t•e, 
Lab, or Dent. 
~ ----- ·-----------.----------,----- --------------------------------
VC(V), CV(N), CVCVC kaka, kaka-kak·a, kok·6,  
II  ka.~, be,  
v2 may break harmony,  pua, nani, papu, papas, 
tatas, pop•on, tSitS·,{n, 
Final s/n. aya-ay·a, ata-at··a, 
Op•a, 8Ill·u, atn•a. 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------
fu, uf·u-uf•u, uv•a, 
Spirants in all positions. vau, yal!n, putS,{n, pis•1n  
III  mi;,!n, ax•a, ax•a, 
C2 may break harmony, pis,a, US•l, uca, p1ci-p1ci, 
pul,!n, pul•u, pap,al•a, 
Simple trisyllabics papal•!s, min•a, makia, 
op•ala, kol•!n. ~ 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------
IV Some initiaj. clusters brua, stete, strata. 
2,2,2. .A:carnanian. 
For my second example (see VIII below) I take the stressing 
of bt-forms. In Greek, stress alternations are common, the two 
most important causes being the trisyllabic rule and the stress-
attraction rule. 
(1) Tri-syllabic rule; simply put'., stress may not ( for most 
dialects) lie further back than the third syllable from the end 
of the phonological word. Thus Nom, Sg, 'name'= 6noma 
but Nam. Pl. (as in 'I gave the name') ta on6mata (and not ta 
6nomata). 
(2) Stress-attraction: certain suffixes such as Genitive sing. 
-u behave as stress-attractants--o an6ropos, tu an8r6pu ('the 
men, of the men'), 
A threefold situation has evolved in this respect, At the 
one extreme, the adjective has everywhere in Greek adopted rizotonic 
stress, which may contradict the stress-attraction rule.13 At the 
other extreme stands the verb, which for a few dialects has adopted 
rizotonic stress. Importantly, Acarnanian is among these: we 
find for St. Greek erxome: erxomaste 'I'm coming, we're coming', cf. 
Acarnanian erxome: erxomaste. 
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But the noun stands between: to different degrees, both 
dialects and idiolects begin to show stress leveling.here too, 
so that we find beside Acc. Pl. tµs anthropus, also (optional) 
tus a.nthropus. 
It is thus of interest that in Acarnanian, with obligatory 
rizotonic stress for both the Adjective and the verb, all the 
disyllabic bt-forms (though not the hypo-forms) are stressed on 
the first syllable. It is as though they were interpreted as 
containing a stem to be stressed (the first syllable), and a 
suffix (the second syllable): and in fact they strongly resemble 
disyllabic imperatives (cf. Cypriot ax•a.: ax·a, fn. 3). 
Stress retraction (and stabilization?) thus seems under the 
influence of the dialect, just as the overall 'threshold of 
difficulty' proved to be. It may be that bt-forms, as a marginal 
system within language, are especially sensitive to the trend of 
the adult language. In such an interpretation, they here constitute 
an 'advance guard' Noun sub-system showing stress leveling by 
retraction.14 
VIII. AcarI1anian stress-shift (relevant variants only, for Athens). 
Gloss · Athens· Acarn. Gloss Athens Acarn. 
mummy mana rna.na horse ··de.de dedi · 
daddy babas tatas pick 
, , 
up opa apa 
granny yaya. va.va egg kok6 koko 
b~by beba-bebis bebe sweet ·koko koko 
sister• a6elf1 ya.:,ra defecate kaka kaka 
brother aoelfos lolos shoes 
, 
papapapa 
( 
I:leat tSitS:f tSft 8 i sheep bebe bebe 
2.3. Adult conventions. 
Not only 'blurred childhood memory' and substratum, but also 
conventionaiized mock-child processes may influence baby-,.talk. . 
The most interesting case, is that of the Marathi Baby Talk (MBT), 15 
already referred to above. 
Now.it is perfectly reasonable to hold that most of the 
'processes' codified by Kelkar resemble typical sound changes as 
described in historical linguistics, and (more to the present point) 
that they aiso resemble child 11:!,nguar;e processes. There are 
processes describable as constr4ining the vowel-system; 
simplification of consonant-types (e.g., partial elimination of 
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the retroflex consonants); cluster-reduction; and even a solitary-
rule assimilating a lateral to a later nasal in the same word. 
But there are aspects of MBT that do not remind one of child 
language at all, A few examples must suffice. First, there are 
some wierd hierarchies, e.g., while /k/ becomes more child-like 
(as /t/) unconditionally, /v/ becomes a stop only before /y/ or 
/i/; second, vowel-length is lost unconditionally at the first 
degree of Marathi ba.byishness; whereas in normal acquisition, 
length-distinctions a.re made quite early, e.g., by 24 months for 
one study of Norwegian (Vanvik 1971)16; third, the rich variety 
of consonant and vowel harmony processes that normally takes a 
child into his fourth year and beyond, is here represented by a 
single process (the nasal-harmony I mentioned). Lastly, surely 
no self-respecting child still substituting dentals for velars 
would hesitate to drop the occasional W1stressed vowel--yet no 
suggestion of syllable loss occurs in the Marathi description.17 
I conclude that, though perhaps quite systematic in its way, 
MBT must be characterized as non-authentic child language at a 
variety of apparently quite arbitrary points. 
3. Conclusions. 
3,L The 'success' and dangers of baby-talk. 
If we look upon Baby-taJ.k as a kind of Pidgin language, we 
are tempted to ask two questions: how 'successful' is the particular 
Pidgin,language by language; and, conversely, how far is the charge 
justified that the child's language development may actually be 
retarded by teaching him the Pidgin in the first place? 
For both questions, the answer must take account of the type 
of Pidgin. First consider the languages exemplified by Greek, 
where Pidginization extends only to lexical items, and even then 
only covers some fifty terms, It is not difficult to compare the 
difficulty of bt-forms with the corresponding adult forms. By simply 
extending the grid of developmentaJ. stages already discussed 
(section 2.1.3 above), we may assign the adult forms as follows: 
Stage I: No forms.  
Stage II: possibly kei, pai (ignoring the forms for granny, " ,.. ' baptizer, and peek-a-boo, which are identical with 
the bt-forms) . 
Stage III: pona, kota, fil!, s!ko, yata, xezo, viz!, peo!, kimame, 
pisino. 
Stage IV: moro, ner6, tr6yo, treno, kreas, st!eos, psom!, xtip6, 
ylik6, skilo, sv!no, avyo, kukla, aloyo. 
Stave V: yavyizo, peyn!oi, pateras, fayito, provato. kokoras, 
katuro, forema, yaioaros, mitera. 
Stage VI: perfpato, nanurfzo, aka0arto, paput 8 ia, ayelaoa, telfose, 
aftok1nito. ~ 
..· - ~- . . : ' - . 
In th~t the bulk bf the corresponding adult forms clearly 
represent later St-ages in the Child IS articulatory maturity, the 
bt-forms may be said to be_ successful' and t_his is presumably true 
for the lexical part of baby-talk generally. It is ais6 reasonable 
to assert that the (numerically) siir,ht burden on memory represented 
by this vocabulary having to be re-learned later hardly takes away 
from its useful function for very young children. 
On the other hand, more extreme versions of pidginizatioh, such 
as Marathi Baby-talk, might be expected to present a -~ore .serious 
problem to the child at a later stage.18 MBT, with its consistent 
but arbitrary 'mere;ers' (Cf. the question of' vowel-length mentioned 
above) puts the child in the position of (say) a speaker of early 
Slavic.trying to master the cognate vocabulary of an (for him 
contemporary) Indic language, for which he must learn (e. r; •) which 
of his initial /b/'s correspond to /b/, and which to /bh/. 
3,2. The survival of child-languaise processes. 
If it is granted that the tra,nsmission of baby-talk depends 
partly on adult intuitions concerning child-ianguage processes, it 
is tempting to seek other kinds of· evidence for this beyond early 
childhood. In children, a fertile field of investigatioq mir,ht be 
the q_uest{on of languae;e-regression, as found in 'psychotic regression 
or (les~ drastically perhaps) ~n stuttering; compare r·emarks on 
psychosis among the Pilai;a Indians in Henry and Henry (1940), and 
on speech defects in- Stinchfield ahd Young (1938). 
Though the methodological problems are formidable, it is also 
worthwhile to try to ~ap adult intuitions concerning child processes 
directly, by askinr,·them to say words 'as if you were talking to a 
baby'," as in the (forthcoming) work of Schourup. 
3.3. Adult conventions, 
'l'he difficult problem bf distineuishinp; between child and 
adult processes is perhaps to be illuminated by (e.g.) comparing 
child abbreviation in hypocoristics (Cf. Hoffman i.969, Drachman 
forthcoming) with those of adults in advertising, laboratory ,jargon, 
etc. 'rhe conventions for drunken speech~ -conventions for speaking 
like a foreigner or dialect speaker, etc., would also no doubt repay 
study, as would those employed in 'instant Pidgin'--i.e., making 
oneself understood to a near-monolingual foreir,ner. 
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Footnotes 
1. This paper is a slightly expanded version of that read 
at the Christmas 1972 meeting of the Linguistic Society of America 
in Atlanta. It grew out of current research on the acquisition of 
Greek as a native language, work which was partly supported by 
Grants-in-Aid (summers of 1971 and 1972) and by the award of a 
Research Quarter for Autumn 1972 by the College of Humanities, The 
Ohio State University. 
2. Caution is required, for it is also true of 'Mother 
language' that (e.g.) stress distinctions are o:ften wiped out, and 
that occasional loss of sequences, possible loss of fortis-lenis 
contrast, etc., occur. 
3. For Greek, the only syntactically interesting facts are 
the existence of {1) an occasional adult verb, e.g., kakar6no 'to 
die' (from ka.k.a~ 'defecate'?), and (2) rare cases of stress 
ret.raction to distinguish the imperative, as in Cypriot a.x•a. 'dirty' 
vs. a.x·a 'throw it away!' (cf. 2.2.2. below}. Compare the possibility 
of inflection in Comanche (Casagrande 1948)--but this is for use with 
older children. 
4. Additions arise sporadically within individual families, 
either from the child's assigruil.ent of an (apparently) arbitrary 
phonetic shape to denote some more or less broad semantic field, 
or by adoption of a child degradation of an adult form. 
5. The sizes of the sub-classes varies from language to language. 
That for body-parts, for instance, contains 3 items for Greek but 
13 for Gilya.k.--perhaps reflecting varying ranges of taboo. 
6. The question of accidental resemblance is a serious one 
for bt-forms. Not only is the number of possible shapes most 
constrained, as will be seen (sections 2 .1.2-3 below); but the range 
of ideas to be expressed is extremely small. As a result, the 
possibility of chance shape-resemblances for the same meaning is 
correspondingly high. For example: 
(i) 	 Greek-Comanche: Greek nin!: Comanche ninf 'baby'; 
Gk. koko : Com. kok6? ' sweet thing' ; Gk . (Cypriot ) 
ax• a: Com. ?ax 'dirty' ; Gk. dzidzr : Com. cid 
'breast'. (Cf. Casagrande 1948). 
(ii) 	 Greek-Gilyak: Gk. nin!: Gil, nene 1baby'; Gk. 
tS!sa: Gil. sisa 'urinate'; Gk, opa: Gil. (b)upa 
'carry'. (Cf. Austerlitz 1956). 
On the other hand, the very laree proportion of forms in common 
between Greek and Arabic is sugeestive of diffusion, as Ferguson has 
pointed out. I list the 14 Greek (including Cypriot) forms that 
are relevant (Cf. Ferguson 1956): bebis 'baby', mam~ma 1 food 1 , 
bwa-bua 'water', nani 'sleep', kaka. 'defecate', dada 1hit 1 , vava. 
'hurt', dZidZf 'breast', mama 1mother 1 , babas 1 father 1 , yav-yaV 
1dog', pis!n 'cat', tutu 'vehicle', stete 'granny'. 
-·-,• . ' . ' ' -. --.-
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7. The baby-talk forms were elicited from St~ Greek and 
dialect speakers in Athens, Among ~~ later, special thanks are 
due to Mr~ Panayotis. Kontos for the·. Acarnanian forms, · · The hypo-
coristic forms were taken from the .colection in Boutouras (1912} . 8. Nani shows 'alophony' wh~reby the up.stressed front ~owel 
corresponds to.the dental cons6n~t tnJ: this is the.underlying 
shape--the suffix -aki always replaces a final vowel, cf. xeri -
xeralci -xera1c1a·'hand, litle hand, litle hahds'; and thus nani -nana}ti -nanaJtia •I Sleep I • .,.9, These processes may be bled by processes destroying clusters, such 
as sylabification (if a resonant is present as one member) or 
vowel-epenthesis. . 
10, It wil be interesting to see, froni. projected child-
language studies, how the acquisition of final consonants is keyed to the 
production of case-endings, for languages (like Greek} with so-caled 
'free word order'. While -s belongs ·to Nominative singular and . 
plural, 'and -n t6 Accus.ative si~gular and Genitive plural in the 
standard language, Cypriot requires .:.n for :Norn. Sg, alsb. 
11. Even secondary stress shift is involved: Cf, meipomehi -
raelpo, but also rilelpo. F:>r a ful treatment of such stress-shifts, 
see my "Greek 1Iypocoristics" (in pr~p~ration}. · 
12. Note the aspects of baby-talk shapes that in fact contradict 
the adult substratum: in particular, the presei1ce of (1) 'rare' 
segments, and (2) 'marginal I sounds. 
(1) . The adult native speaker's feeling of 1rhat .is 
'difficult I ts of course partly conditioned b:.r frequency of occur-
rence, which helps to explain the frequent presence of v~lars in bt~ 
forms for both Arabic and Gilyak. 
'l'he opposed psychological atitude, that what is exotic or 
unusual is more suitably 'affective' (Cf, Jakobson's 'the expressive 
value of the extraordinary', 1966, 26) might in turn relate to the 
use of labial emphatics in Arabic bt-:forms, against the frequency 
criterion. Such a view applies also to the Twana use of Puget 
Sound loan words containing (non-Twa,na) gw and dz in. the bt-forms 
(e.p,.) for 'navel, bogey-man' respectively (Drachman i9G9), as also 
perhaps to the 'survival' of [pbr.iJ in Iroquoian baby talk (Chamberlain 
1690), and the survival of proto-Salish [lJ in lootka bt.c.forms 
(Sapir · 
In the same vein, Salish forms containing the segments m, k/k' 
might have survived the sound shift givin[> b, ~/c' r~spectively, in 
words considered affective such as the bt-forms in Twana for 
(a) 	daddy, defecate, backside, thin, few--for Salish 
[mJ (Cf. also /m/ in Quileute (Frachtenbere 1920) 
{b) 	urinate, mummy, granny, spank, smal--for Salish 
Ck/k'J. 
For Greek, the solitary forin Cbe·J 'sheep' is of interest a!:l a 
putative historical survival, since from approximately the time of 
Koine {4th cent~y BC) stops because spirants and we would expect 
*[ve•J. It would be interesting to hold that the apparent survival 
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simply reflects the tenacity of child-language processes, but that 
the (admittedly, much later borrowed) form Cvava.J 'pa.in' did not 
revert to *Cba.baJ by the same process. 
(2) The so-called Mediterranean word for 'water' (Ferguson 
1964; cf. Heraeus (1904)) has the shape Cm*l (a bilabial trill), 
Against the onomatopoetic view concerning such child forms, I 
believe this example to constitute a. concession to very early child-
hood: I have watched several babies of some 12 months crying with 
just such a sound, 
Similarly there are violations of Greek phonotactics in some 
bt-forms, While there are (see Kourmoulis, 1967) no native noun 
forms in final C-eJ, we find it in bt~forms as bebe 'sheep' meme 
'breast', dede 'horse'; likewise, while there is only one native noun 
in final [-uJ (alepu 'wolf'), it occurs in the bt-forms pul•u 'sex 
organ', uf•u 'food 1 , fu 'fire', tutu 'motor car'. But it is 
interesting to co~pare the 'affective• attitude towards final [-uJ 
even in the adult language, which has forms like ylosu 'long tongue', 
kamomatu •coquette•. There are also bt-forms with final consonants 
'forbidden' in the native vocabulary, as mam 'eat', blum-blum 
'bath'' yav-yav 'bow-wow'. 
13. Thus o an0ropos: Gen. sg. t'I.J, an8ropu 'of the man', but 
o apa.n0ropos: Gen. sg. tu apan8ropu (not *apa.neropu) 'of the inhuman 
one'. 
14. Cf, Acarna.nian--all 18 disyllabic forms have initial stress; 
for Athenian - 7 of 30 disyllabic forms have initial stress; for 
Cypriot - 12 of 38 disyllabic forms have initial stress. 
15, Cf. the many and various secret languages invented by 
children. 
16. Cf. the data for the acquisition of differential vowel-
length in English, in Velten (1943) and Naeser {1970).
17, It is hard, especially in the absence of relevant data in 
Kelka.r's paper, to concede that (p. 50, fn. 8) no items occur which 
are child-speech but not baby-talk. 
18. The status of the over-careful speech of Hidatsa Mother 
language in this respect is more difficult to assess. Cf. Voegelin's 
strictures. 
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